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This Project was commissioned by Natural England for the purposes of landscape scale 
conservation efforts within Staffordshire 

Eio 
ENGLAND 

Partners in this mapping exercise included: 
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f 	# ot,„-A„-/  County Council 

NEWCASTLE 
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BOROUGH COUNCIL 
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The biodiversity opportunity map for the Borough of Newcastle under Lyme will form 

an essential component of a planning officer's checklist in establishing how a planning 

proposal can contribute appropriate maintenance, enhancement or restoration for local 

biodiversity. In addition, the map can inform the targeting of agri-environment 

schemes, the compilation of Neighbourhood Development Plans, development of 

landscape-scale initiatives and acting as part of a local plan evidence base. 
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1 	Introduction 

Biodiversity Opportunity maps are developed to show where priority habitats could be 

enhanced, restored or created in a particular area, county or region as a basis from 

which to develop policies and targets. They provide local authorities and partners with 

vital information in order to support a robust, climate-proof, long-term landscape-scale 

vision for the benefit of the natural environment, society and the economy. 

Any partnerships that produce biodiversity opportunity maps must base such work on 

sound, ecological principles and utilise currently available material. Information 

available to inform biodiversity opportunity mapping will often be incomplete; 

limitations of the data should be understood, but not prevent biodiversity opportunity 

mapping taking place .3'' 

This work was undertaken in partnership with representatives from a number of 

different organisations including Staffordshire Wildlife Trust (SWT), Natural England 

(NE), Staffordshire County Council (SCC), Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council 

(NULBC), and the Environment Agency (EA). 

The mapping and report compilation was carried out between Nov 2013 and Feb 2014. 

2 Methodology 

Firstly, focus was aimed at the key issues partners had or wanted to develop to ensure 

the biodiversity opportunity map was adequately informed. This involved collating and 

mapping information about areas that could be enhanced and areas that need 

protection. 

The mapping was based on a landscape characterisation framework to package 

biodiversity information, and site-based information to indicate the degree of 

functional connectivity between sites. This strategic approach used a combination of 

landscape characterisation information to set broad environmental objectives.3  

Newcastle under Lyme Borough Biodiversity Opportunity Mapping 
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The work relied on widely available information sources that included Natural 

England's National Character Areas (NCAs) and habitat inventories such as the Ancient 

Woodland Inventory (AWI), Ecosystem Action Plan areas (EAPs), information from 

Staffordshire Ecological Record (SER) including the protected and BAP species 

inventory (Species of Principal Importance), UK BAP priority habitat data (Habitats of 

Principal Importance), various habitat mapping project data, Local Nature Reserves 

(LNRs), Local Geological/Geomorphological Sites (LoGS), Staffordshire Local Sites 

Partnership Local Wildlife Site (LWS) surveys, SCC historic water meadows maps, 

historic field pattern maps and Ecological Characterisation of Staffordshire, 

NE/Forestry Commission Agri-environment and Woodland Grant Schemes as well as 

local ecologists and experts. 

This biodiversity opportunity mapping exercise also utilised detailed habitat 

information gathered from the Stoke and Urban Newcastle Living Landscape surveys 

which were conducted in 2013. 

A full list of the datasets used as part of the evidence base for the mapping process is 

listed below: 

Staffordshire Local Sites Partnership Local Wildlife Site Surveys (1996-2013) 

Staffordshire Ecological Record UKBAP Priority Habitat Data (Habitats of Pincipal 

Importance) 

Staffordshire Ecological Record Protected and UK/SBAP Species Inventory Species of 

Principal Importance) 

Natural England Habitat Inventories 

Natural England Agri-environment Schemes (1991-2012) 

Forestry Commission Woodland & English Woodland Grant Schemes (1991-2012) 

Staffordshire Biodiversity Action Plan, Third Edition (2010) 

Staffordshire County Council Historic Water Meadows Map 

Staffordshire County Council Historic Field Pattern Maps 

Staffordshire County Council Ecological Characterisation of Staffordshire 

Staffordshire Meres and Mosses surveys 

Newcastle under Lyme Borough Biodiversity Opportunity Mapping 
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Figure 1: Biodiversity Opportunity Map for Newcastle under Lyme Borough produced 
from data gathered through survey as well as the ecological knowledge of organisations 

and individuals. 
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2.2 Landscape-scale and the Big Picture 

The landscape-scale approach to nature conservation and the importance of having 

coherent and resilient ecological networks, identified via biodiversity mapping, were 

highlighted as key recommendations of the Making Space for Nature report.' 

Ecological networks have become widely recognised as an effective response to 

conserve wildlife in environments that have become fragmented by human activities. 

An ecological network comprises a suite of high quality sites which collectively contain 

the diversity and area of habitat that are needed to support species and which have 

ecological connections between them that enable species, or at least their genes, to 

move.7 

Some of the recommendations concerning the planning for biodiversity from Making 

Space for Nature were adopted in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).4  

NPPF highlights the importance of landscape-scale conservation. Bullet point 117 (page 

27) of the NPPF, makes reference to planning for biodiversity at a landscape-scale across 

local authority boundaries and connecting international/national/locally designated 

sites of biodiversity importance, and areas identified by local partnerships for habitat 

creation or restoration.4  

The current biodiversity opportunity mapping encompasses the entirety of Newcastle 

borough, an area totalling approximately 21,03o hectares. Due to the large size of the 

area, the borough was considered in terms of the geographical distribution of habitats 

and their accompanying species. During the mapping process, elevation, topography, 

landscape, geology and natural processes such as river systems were considered. All of 

these factors influence the distribution of wildlife and natural features. The National 

Character Areas (NCA's) and Ecosystem Action Plan areas (EAP's) areas were essential 

resources for this strategic landscape-scale approach as they provide a method that is 

used to classify, describe and understand the evolution and physical and cultural 

characteristics of a landscape.3  NCA coverage for East Cheshire, Shropshire and 

Staffordshire as well as Newcastle under Lyme Borough is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Two NCA's are currently present within Newcastle under Lyme Borough (Fig. 3), the 

Shropshire, Cheshire and Staffordshire Plain covers the majority of the Borough in the 

south and west and the Potteries and Churnet Valley covering the urban areas of 

Newcastle and Kidsgrove to the east and north. 

The Biodiversity Opportunity Map produced for Newcastle under Lyme Borough took 

into account the primary biodiversity opportunity areas in neighbouring local 

authorities within Staffordshire. (Fig. 4) 
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Figure 2: Natural England's National Character Areas within the counties of Staffordshire, 
Shropshire and the eastern half of Cheshire as of January 2014 
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Figure 3: Natural England's National Character Area coverage within the Newcastle under 
Lyme Borough 
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2.3 Staffordshire and UK Biodiversity Action Plan 

The third edition Staffordshire Biodiversity Action Plan (SBAP) aims to prioritise 

conservation management at a landscape level and contribute to local, regional and 

national conservation targets by replacing Habitat and Species Action Plans with 14 

Ecosystem Action Plans (EAPs) and one Rivers Action Plan in the county.' (Figs) 

Four EAP' areas are present within Newcastle Borough (Fig 6); The Wooded Quarter 

comprises the majority of the Borough at 15,00o ha. The Meres and Mosses EAP area is 

small and isolated, encompassed by the Wooded Quarter. Urban covers the majority of 

the conurbation of Newcastle and Kidsgrove with Species-rich Farmland only 

accounting for a small proportion of the borough in the north. 

Part of the Meres and Mosses of the Marches Nature Improvement Area (NIA) occurs 

within Staffordshire (Fig 7), incorporating two important Meres and Mosses sites as 

well as bordering a third within the county. The majority of this NIA is predominantly 

located in Cheshire and Shropshire and includes many nationally important sites. 

The Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) identified a set of priority habitats 

and species as being nationally threatened and requiring conservation'. There are 

currently 65 habitat types on the UKBAP priority list, of which, a number occur in 

Newcastle Borough. The Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) act of 

2006 highlighted 56 Habitats and 943 Species of Principal Importance which require 

action as designated through the UK Biodiversity Action Plan and continue to be 

considered as conservation priorities after the post-2010 Biodiversity Framework'. 

Opportunity mapping was informed based on available habitat information 

highlighting where these habitats do or are likely to exist. (Appendix 1) 
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Figure 4: Biodiversity Opportunity Zones in Staffordshire (January 2014) 
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Figure 5: Staffordshire Biodiversity Action Plan (SBAP) Ecosystem Action Plan (EAP) 
areas for Staffordshire County with Newcastle under Lyme Borough highlighted in red 
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Figure 6: Ecosystem Action Plan areas within Newcastle under Lyme Borough 
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2.4 Information from the Local Record Centre 

Staffordshire Ecological Record (SER), the local ecological record centre for the county, 

was used as a critical source of information which is of particular value because of its 

local knowledge base. The record centre holds information on internationally, 

nationally and locally designated sites such as AWI sites, LWSs, LNRs, LoGS, 

International and UK Statutory sites, protected and UK BAP and SBAP priority species 

and habitats (Species and Habitats of Principal Importance) as well as more general 

information of importance for biodiversity conservation. 

2.5 Local Ecologists and Naturalists 

The knowledge of local ecologists and representatives from local organisations was 

sought, in partnership with the Borough Council, and was key in identifying and fine 

tuning the Biodiversity Opportunity zones. 

Evaluation at larger scales provides a strategic context for local action while local 

validation and refinement helps to deal with any uncertainties.' 
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Figure 7: Meres and Mosses of the Marches Nature Improvement Area (NIA) within 
Staffordshire, Shropshire and east Cheshire 
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3 	Newcastle-Under-Lyme Borough Biodiversity Opportunity 
Mapping Habitat Zones. 

3.1 Meres & Mosses Opportunity Zone 
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3.1.1 Brief Outline of Zone 

The Meres and Mosses are part of a wider Midland Meres and Mosses complex across 

Shropshire, Cheshire and Staffordshire, as well as being included in the Nature 

Improvement Area (NIA) `Meres and Mosses of the Marches'. Of sites within the 

borough Black Firs & Cranberry Bog and Betley Mere are included under the European 

designated Midland Meres and Mosses Ramsar sites. Both of these sites are designated 

as SSSIs along with a further site, Maer Pool which is outside the Midlands Meres and 

Mosses Ramsar sites. Other sites included within the Meres and Mosses opportunity 

areas are Chorlton Moss, The Bogs and Craddocks Moss, all of which are designated 

Local Wildlife Sites. 

Image 1: Black Firs and Cranberry Bog. ©SWT 

Meres are water bodies in hollows formed during the retreat of the last glaciers. They 

are often associated with a variety of wetland habitat types which illustrate natural 

progressions from open water through swamp and fen habitats, to wet willow or alder 

woodland, which in turn are associated with a large diversity of insects. Mosses are bog 

communities also developed in glacial hollows, which similarly provide a habitat for an 

extensive range of rare and highly specialised plants and animals. Mosses develop 
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where a build-up of peat produces very acidic conditions. A number of 'moss' types have 

developed either over extensive areas as a shallow dome or in smaller basins. Their 

relationship with the meres can be seen where a floating raft of mosses covers a 

remnant lens of water. Such 'schwingmoors' are rare internationally, Newcastle-under-

Lyme Borough possessing 1 of 2 in Staffordshire in Cranberry Bog. The Borough 

contains more Meres and Mosses sites than any other district/borough in the county 

and these are of significant importance at local, county, national and international 

scales. 

These important sites occur as isolated parcels within the Borough, and due to their 

geographic spread the surrounding environments are variable. However, most are 

associated with a wetland complex beyond the lowland raised bog and eutrophic 

standing waters and are an integral part of a larger catchment area. 

3.1.2 Staffordshire Biodiversity Action Plan (SBAP) Priority Habitat Types 

Within Zone 

(Further information on SBAP priority habitat types and species can be found on the 

SBAP website (http://www.sbap.org.uk). 

Native Woodland, Wet Woodland, Lowland Acid Grassland, Lowland Heathland, 

Lowland Wet Grassland, Un-improved Neutral Grassland, Mosses, Ponds, Lakes and 

Canals, Reedbeds, Rivers and Streams. 

3.1.3 SBAP Priority Species 

Otter, Water Vole, Barn Owl, Snipe, Lapwing, Grass Snake, Great Crested Newt, 

Pipistrelle Bat, Yellowhammer. 

3.1.4 Issues and Objectives for Zone 

The primary objective for this habitat type within the borough is the maintenance, 

restoration and expansion of wetland complexes, with particular emphasis on the 

mosses resources. 
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3.2.1 Brief Outline of Zone 

The woodland opportunity area covers the majority of the Borough and extends to its 

extreme western and southern extents. The Woodland opportunity zone occupies the 

northern section of the Shropshire, Cheshire and Staffordshire Plain National 

Character Area, with a small proportion within the Potteries and Churnet Valley NCA 

(Fig 2&3). 

Image 2: Bluebells in woodland near Keele. ©SWT 

The woodland opportunity area sits within a distinctive region of sandstone hills; at its 

core is an area of strongly rising landform, culminating in the Maer and Hanchurch hills, 

with their extensive conifer plantations and remnant heathland character. There are 

large Forest Enterprise woodlands, at Burnt Wood and similar privately owned 

commercial woodlands on the Maer Hills. The Maer Hills plantation possibly occupies 

former heathlands; Burnt Wood contains areas of both semi-natural ancient woodland 

which attains SSSI status and areas of ancient replanted woodland. The maturities of 

woodland throughout the borough are very mixed with many young planted woodlands 

or woodlands in early successional stages or toward the north. The decline of industry 

in Stoke and Urban Newcastle has left many interspersed parcels of trapped remnant 

semi-natural woodlands. In the more rural areas of the borough woodlands are still 
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relatively fragmented however there are more frequent larger blocks of both planted 

and semi-natural stands. 

Image 3: Wet and dry woodland ground flora in early spring in a woodland just south of 
Keele ©SWT 

The Woodland and Grassland Zones interweave in the areas surrounding Silverdale and 

Apedale creating an area of significant ecological and structural diversity with 

significant proportions of both semi-improved neutral grassland and semi-natural 

broadleaved woodland present. 

The Sprinks, Drumbles and Wet Woodland Opportunity Zone is a specific sub-

compartment of the larger Woodland Opportunity Zone due to the high density of this 

habitat type in this area. They are usually relic semi-natural ancient woodlands where 

water is an integral part of their ecology. This part of the Woodland Opportunity Zone 

is located to the south of Newcastle Town Centre and still occurs within the wooded 

quarter EAP and the Shropshire, Cheshire and Staffordshire Plains NCA. Sprinks and 

Drumbles are found throughout the whole county and generally consist of a canopy of 

mixed deciduous trees with a single, or several streams flowing through the main body 
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of the woodland and associated wet ancient woodland ground flora. These woodlands 

are typically located in valleys, sometimes containing a mixed species canopy. Streams 

flowing through the valley bottom and sometimes include features such as small 

waterfalls or weirs as well as small pools and ponds, and there is generally ground flora 

species associated with wet woodlands. Where the valley is steep, the upper and lower 

slopes of the valley may differ in species composition with species tolerant of wetter 

conditions thriving in the lower slopes and species less tolerant in the higher areas. 

Image 4: Wild Garlic in a Newcastle woodland. ©SWT 

3.2.2 SBAP Priority Habitats Within Zone 

Lowland Wood Pasture and Parkland, Native Woodland, Wet Woodland, Ancient/ 

Diverse Hedgerows, Lowland Acid Grassland, Lowland Heathland, Lowland Wet 

Grassland, Ponds, Lakes and Canals, Reedbeds, Rivers and Streams. 
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3.3.1 Brief Area Description 

Farmland covers a significant proportion of Newcastle under Lyme Borough with the 

dominant use appearing to be pasture with grasslands cut for silage and hay and areas 

of arable land on more productive ground. In terms of Ecological Characterisation, there 

is a distinct change throughout the Borough, with grassland areas in the north and 

surrounding the conurbation of Newcastle predominantly exhibiting an irregular field 

size existing on a wide range of soil types, many of which are in post-industrial areas. 

There is a mixed sward diversity with improved pasture intermixed with meadows of 

reasonable diversity. Small areas of dry heath and acidic grassland are present around 

Mow Cop and in some brownfield sites around Kidsgrove. 

Image 5: Large fields of improved grassland near Butterton© SWT 

The central and southern areas of grassland within the Borough have a more regular 

large field pattern and consist predominantly of pasture with limited diversity. Many 

relatively large dairy units are present in this area; the fields are generally bordered by 

hedges, however for the most part these are species poor and heavily managed; some 

boundaries are replaced with post and wire fencing. Hedgerow trees seem to be an 

ecological feature associated with the central and southern areas of the borough with 

significant numbers being present in hedges along road verges. There are some small 
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patches of less improved grassland throughout however, but these are isolated which 

will potentially have an impact upon their condition. 

Woodland cover within this zone can be small broadleaved or conifer plantations with 

linear woodland along stream corridors and ridge tops. Urban and industrial expansion 

and collapse appears to have left relic parcels of woodland around many of the areas 

surrounding Newcastle; particularly Apedale and Alsagers Bank, and some replanting of 

broadleaved woodland has occurred as well as significant amounts of scrub growth in 

areas where management has been neglected. Several sites around Silverdale, Apedale 

and Bateswood are now active conservation areas with high biodiversity value 

possessing grassland communities of various diversities and under differing 

management regimes as well as both planted and semi-natural woodland at differing 

successional stages. 

Image 6: Southern Marsh Orchid in species-rich grassland near Halmer End ©SWT 

The southernmost areas of grassland within the Borough vary from large intensive 

mixed units, to collections of smallholdings. Small watercourses seem to be present in 

much of the landscape, with the catchment of the River Tern and other associated 
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watercourses such as the Coal Brook and the Meece Brook along with numerous 

drainage ditches and small infield ponds and pools. 

There are small remnant patches of un-improved grassland just south of Newcastle 

itself which are largely surrounded by improved agricultural land of relatively low 

biodiversity interest. Areas such as this are the only fragments of land still present 

following agricultural improvement and urban/industrial expansion within Newcastle 

and are very good examples of traditionally managed species-rich grassland. 

Image 7: Species-rich grassland along the Lyme Brook. ©SWT 

3.3.2 SBAP Priority Habitats 

Lowland Wood-pasture and Parkland, Native Woodland, Wet Woodland, 

Ancient/Diverse Hedgerows, Arable Field Margins, Lowland Acid Grassland, Lowland 

Heathland, Lowland Wet Grassland, Unimproved Neutral Grassland, Ponds Lakes and 

Canals, Reedbeds, Rivers and Streams. 
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3.4 Brownfield (Open Mosaic Habitats on Previously Developed Land) 
Opportunity Zone 

Staffordshire Wildlife Trust 
The Wolseley Centre, Wolseley Bridge, 	N 
Stafford. ST17 OWT „,  Brownfield/ Open Mosaic on Previously 
Tel 01889 880100 Fax:01889 880101 
Email: info@staffs-wildlife.org.uk 	 Developed LandOpportunity Zone 
Registered Charity No 259558 
Limited Company No. 959609 STAFFOREISHIRE 
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3.4.1 Brief Area Description 

Open Mosaic Habitats within Newcastle under Lyme Borough occur relatively 

ubiquitously throughout urban areas and are generally small sites around the fringes of 

industrial developments, or occur in interim periods of sites which are currently being 

developed. The heavy industry which took place in the past coupled with the 

incremental and unplanned expansion of the urban areas of Newcastle and Stoke has 

left remnant parcels of brownfield land trapped within urban areas which in some cases 

are now areas of significant biological interest or at least possess a potential to become 

sites of significant ecological value. 

Image 8: Open Mosaic land exhibiting a mixed habitat structure ©SWT 

Brownfield habitats and more specifically Open Mosaic Habitats on Previously 

Developed Land (OMHPDL) habitats are present throughout the borough as a whole 

and are generally only short lived as they contain many pioneer and early successional 

communities made up of ephemeral species; however a range of habitat types and 

different successional stages on these sites is often desirable. OMHPDL is a current 

SBAP priority habitat and Habitat of Principal Importance. 
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3.5 River Valley Mosaic Opportunity Zone 

Reproduced Reproduced from Ordnance Survey Mapping with the permission of Her Majesty's Stationery Office, t Crown copyright 2014, Staffordshire Wildlife Trust. Licence: 100050351 
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3.5.1 Brief Area Description 

Newcastle under Lyme Borough has a watershed with catchment areas feeding three 

major rivers; the Humber, Severn and Mersey. Water falling in the north of the borough 

feeds the Weaver catchment and eventually feeds into the Mersey. The central and 

eastern sections of the borough feed the Lyme, Meece and Trent which eventually flows 

into the Humber. The southern proportion of the borough feeds into the Coal brook and 

River Tern eventually ending up in the River Severn. It is a fairly unique feature for a 

relatively small borough that water can potentially contribute to bio-accumulative 

affects in three major rivers terminating in different locations around the UK. 

The Lyme Brook rises in Apedale and flows southeast through the major urban core of 

Newcastle before meeting the River Trent just North of Trentham. The Lyme Brook is 

heavily modified throughout nearly its entire course, and in a lot of areas has been 

culverted and straightened. Lower down its course the brook possesses a more natural 

profile where annual flooding of surrounding fields potentially takes place. Pollution is 

a significant issue around the urban watercourses in Newcastle where the proximity to 

urban and industrial areas is leading to problems with chronic poor water quality and 

impacting aquatic biodiversity. 

Image 10: The Lyme Brook with bankside vegetation and swamp habitat near Poolfields, 
Newcastle ©SWT 
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Image 11: The River Tern with significant amounts of bankside emergent vegetation ©SWT 

The River Tern rises at Maer Pool SSSI and has been straightened along the initial 3 or 4 

Kilometres of its course for the drainage of agricultural land. The river then follows its 

natural course and forms part of the borough and county boundary with Shropshire 

and Cheshire. The habitat types present throughout the length of the river are very 

mixed, much of the initial section of river sits on significant deposits of peat suggesting 

that bog and moss habitats were present prior to agricultural improvement; woodlands 

and agricultural land are the two predominant habitat types. Along its course through 

the Borough the Tern is joined by several other watercourses, most notably the Coal 

Brook which appears to have numerous small pools and wet habitats along its length. 

The Meece Brook forms the boundary between Newcastle and Stafford Boroughs near 

Chapel Chorlton, the land along its catchment within Newcastle under Lyme Borough is 

a mixture of improved farmland and areas of marshy grassland and marginal 

vegetation. There are several small scrapes which hold water and give rise to pockets of 

marshy grassland and ephemeral pools throughout its length. The land along the Meece 

appears relatively diverse and is part of an important habitat network linking the 
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borough to diverse network of Local Wildlife Sites as well as areas such as Doxey 

Marshes SSSI and could therefore influence or be influenced by these habitats. This 

illustrates the importance of river corridors and other linear habitat features as 

effective corridors for wildlife and their value to sites beyond political borders. 

Imagen: A pond with significant emergent vegetation along its banks, part of a much 
wider network of ponds near Loggerheads. ©SWT 

3.5.2 SBAP Priority Habitats 

Native Woodland, Wet Woodland, Ancient/Diverse Hedgerows, Arable Field Margins, 

Lowland Acid Grassland, Lowland Heathland, Lowland Wet Grassland, Mosses, Ponds, 

Lakes and Canals, Reedbeds, Rivers and Streams 

3.5.3 SBAP Priority Species 

Brown Hare, Pipistrelle Bat, Otter, Water Vole, Barn Owl, Farmland Seed-eating Birds, 

Grey Partridge, Lapwing, Skylark, Snipe, Great Crested Newt, White Clawed Crayfish 

3.5.4 Issues and Objectives 

The primary objective for this opportunity area is to improve water quality to benefit 

aquatic diversity as well as ensuring that water quality remains at sustainable 
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3.6.1 Brief Area Description 

The greatest urban area within Newcastle under Lyme Borough is the town centre of 

Newcastle and its surrounding conurbation which consists of both residential and 

industrial developments with interspersed pockets of post-industrial land, amenity 

grassland and woodland. There are also several significant urban areas scattered 

amongst rural areas, with towns such as Betley, Madeley, Kidsgrove, Loggerheads, Keele 

and Baldwin's Gate all having at least some built up areas. 

Image 13: Amenity grassland in Newcastle Town Centre with numerous planted trees. 
©SWT 

Urban areas are often considered as being less important for biodiversity than rural 

environments, however urban environments such as open green-spaces and gardens 

provide unique habitats which are often less frequent or absent from rural 

environments and support a range of specialised plants and animals. Human 

populations are continually expanding, resulting in an increase in expanse of urban area 

and density which has in the past gone unchecked and has likely already led to the loss 

of many important habitats. 

The Town Centre and Inner Urban Core area of Newcastle are both built up and are of a 

higher density than the Urban Mosaic Zone, the Town Centre zone possesses little in 
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the way of any significant green space, whereas the Inner Urban Core possesses slightly 

more, with housing intermixed amongst more commercial areas along with limited 

amounts of public green space. The Urban mosaic is the least dense of the three urban 

classifications and has a range of habitats set amongst urban developments, generally 

consisting of houses with gardens mixed with industrial developments and small areas 

of trapped agricultural land and smallholdings, as well as more frequent public open 

green space. 

3.6.2 SBAP Priority Habitats 

Lowland Wood-pasture and Parkland, Native Woodland, Ancient/Diverse Hedgerows, 

Lowland Acid Grassland, Ponds, Lakes and Canals, Rivers and Streams 

3.6.3 SBAP Priority Species 

Pipistrelle Bat, Farmland Seed-eating Birds, Grass Snake, Great Crested Newt, Water 

Vole 

3.6.4 Issues and Objectives 

Primary objectives within this opportunity area are the provision of as many semi-

natural habitats as possible within the urban environment to strengthen habitat 

networks and connectivity as well as creating corridors for wildlife and promoting 

education on the importance of ecological and biological conservation with emphasis 

toward urban environments. 

Secondary objectives include providing more direct links both for the public and 

wildlife from urban to rural locations via the use of existing infrastructure such as dis-

used railway lines as well as providing additional links to further strengthen habitat 

networks. 

Increasing need and pressure for housing and jobs has led to the expansion and 

increased density of urban areas, the sustainable development of new urban areas is 

critical in maintaining and improving levels of biodiversity within urban environments. 

This will not only be important for biodiversity but also for education and recreational 

purposes. 
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